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Notes from the workshop on Open spaces at EU institutions versus traditional work spaces: 
justification, evolution, evaluation and results1 

The workshop took place on 29 October 2020. 

Opening remarks from Chair and rapporteur Isabel García Muñoz 

Chair Ms García Muñoz explained that open space offices are not a new concept and date back to 
the being of the twentieth century. With the introduction of the new ways of working and especially 
telework the use of office space has become different. Ms García Muñoz emphasised the advantages 
and disadvantages of open office space. 

Advantages of open office spaces: 

• Reduction of costs. More people fit in the same amount of space. This is very attractive for 
start-up companies;  

• It increases creativity and innovation; 
• It improves teamwork and cooperation between different teams. 

Disadvantages of open office spaces: 

• Loss of productivity due to noise, temperature and fatigue. It takes about 25 minutes to re-
concentrate on a task after a distraction. Women are more affected by this than men; 

• The spreading of diseases. This is of high concern with the current Covid crisis; 
• Negative impact on the well-being of employees. There is a lack of privacy, idea of being 

watched and lack of concentration because of conversations on the phone.  

Summary of the academic speakers’ presentations 

Dr Annu Haapakangas focused in her presentation mainly on activity-based offices. In activity-
based offices people do not have personal desks but they switch workstations according to their 
tasks and needs. The flexibility of activity-based offices gives more environmental control to the 
workers. Control is important for decreasing stress reactions. More research needs to be done in 
relation to activity-based offices but on a general level it is difficult to say whether private offices and 
activity-based offices differ. Privacy is rated more positively in private offices. On the other hand 
design and architecture are rated better in an activity-based office. Job satisfaction and self-rated 
well-being show contradictory outcomes in different studies. Therefore, more research needs to be 
done.  

Active use of different kinds of workspaces seem to have a positive impact on employees. Workers 
who change workstations several times a day are more satisfied with the environment and they 
record higher well-being and higher productivity than workers who are more passive in the way they 
use office spaces. Nevertheless, the lack of a personal workstation and the need to switch workspaces 
can also be a stress factor particularly when it is difficult to find a suitable workspace. It can also have 
a negative influence on personal interaction within teams as it can be difficult to locate colleagues. 
Interactions across teams can improve and there are solutions for the problem of finding team 
members.  

It is essential for employee well-being and productivity that besides open spaces there are also 
private and quiet spaces and that there are enough of them and they are easily accessible. It is not 
only the physical space that affects well-being but also the way people are taken into account in the 

                                              
1 Author: Alexandra Pouwels, Policy Department for Budgetary Affairs 
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process. Organisations need to develop a technology management style and a work culture that 
supports flexible, paperless and mobile way of working. 

Dr Christina Bodin Danielsson shared the results of three studies on office designs. The first study 
focussed on general well-being and job satisfaction. Two office types show a positive impact on 
people’s health. Both in term of general and emotional health. The results shows that cellular office 
and activity-based flex offices have a positive impact on employees’ health. Negative impact was 
reported in a traditional open plan office and more specifically medium followed by small sized open 
plan offices. In terms of job satisfaction activity-based flex offices followed by shared room office (by 
2 to 3 persons) had a positive impact. Cellular office only had a positive impact concerning individual 
work assignments. Negative impact appears to be in a combi office.  

The second study focused on the influence of office type on leadership. Employees working in a 
shared office, shared by 2 to 3 people, have a more negative perception of the leadership. The most 
positive impact was measured in a medium sized open plan office in which the management and 
employee share the space.  

The third study measured the office design impact on workspace contribution. More clearly on how 
much do the employees perceive office design to support their job satisfaction, their comfort and 
their performance. A negative impact was found in an office design with hot-desking. In this setting 
employees do not have access to an important supportive work environment and they do not have 
a personal workstation. Women are more negative about workspace contribution in a combi office. 

The following conclusion can be made based on the three studies presented. What matters is the 
ability to have personal control. This is probably the reason why both cellular office and activity-
based offices tend to do so well when it comes to health and job satisfaction.  

Question and Answer session 

MEP M. Peksa asked if privacy has been included in the studies presented. He also asked what the 
impact is of privacy on open spaces.  

Chair Ms García Muñoz asked how gender and age influence employees satisfaction in an open 
space. Does perception change when employees use the space with the passing of time? Can hot-
desking lead to issues with the sense of belonging? How can we involve employees in the designing 
process of workspaces? There is the issue of the so called fourth wall where people set up their own 
area in an open space should that be avoided or allowed?  

Dr Christina Bodin Danielsson emphasized, that in a well-designed activity-based office privacy is 
not as affected as in a traditional open plan office. The activity-based office should have a great 
variety and not only one type of work environment but different features depending on what work 
activity being done. Age is an important background factor and it appears that noise is a bigger issue 
for women and older employees. Dr Bodin Danielsson recommended not to use hot-desking in any 
circumstance. The leadership can have a positive impact on the shift in office designs. The leadership 
should help the employees to find their new working methods.  

Dr Annu Haapakangas underlined that the office needs to be well-designed and that means 
including employees in the whole process. There need to be a dialogue on what employees’ 
concerns are and what kind of support they need in order to use the space as it is meant to be used. 
It is quite common that people find it difficult to use activity-based workspaces and they try to take 
a workstation for themselves and not change it. The sense of belonging and interaction is very 
complex. It is difficult to say how much influence the physical space has on the sense of belonging 
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and community. It really depends on the organisation and the space and if there are underlying 
issues. Collaboration and interaction are not mainly determined by the physical space they are 
influenced by the culture, the feeling of willingness to collaborate and seeing the benefits for their 
work.  

Summary of the institutional speakers’ presentations 

Jessica Martinez Alonso explained that in 2013 part of the ECJ staff was reintegrated in the main 
buildings and rented buildings were abandoned. This also introduced the pilot project on the use of 
more open plan layouts for the offices. It was done for three directorates of ECJ namely directorate 
for buildings, directorate for security and directorate for information technology. The objectives 
were to increase group dynamics, improve communication between colleagues and to increase 
productivity and efficiency. The introduction of the open plan layout was done without including 
the staff. A lot of people complained to the staff committee and in 2017 the staff committee decided 
to conduct a survey amongst staff of the three directorates. There was a 70% respondent’s rate to 
the survey. The problems listed were related to the acoustics and lack of confidentiality. In January 
2018, the results of the survey were presented to the administration of ECJ and in April the 
administration started a working group on the matter. In December 2019, the IT director send out 
an email with two questions for the staff. One, do you want to go back to closed offices? And if yes, 
would you agree to smaller offices? Everybody agreed to smaller offices and the IT directorate is back 
in closed offices. Open spaces are not seen as a bad thing there are still employees working in the IT 
directorate in an open plan layout.  

Jose Carrascosa Moreno described the principles for buildings which ECA is following. The first is 
that ECA is owning all the buildings, second they want their staff to be doing well and the third is the 
principle of austerity. Since 2012, all ECA buildings are located on one site in Luxembourg. Within 
the buildings ECA is creating activity-based workspaces which is possible because auditing is a 
mixture of individual and teamwork. There are different kind of spaces such as single and double 
offices, team rooms, coffee corners, kitchens, meeting rooms and children care rooms. Since, ten 
years ECA is providing its employees with laptops to be able to work remotely. As the work is 
becoming paperless physical archives are obsolete and replaced with small teaching rooms, kitchens 
and small rooms for concentration. Good furniture has influence on the success of offices. The 
concepts of the first projects that were successful are used for future renovations. All the individual 
offices are kept but besides that we introduce activity-based offices. It can be concluded that the 
Covid pandemic will influence the way we work. ECA managed to work from home within one day 
without disruptions and maintaining the high level of performance. ECA is preparing for the future 
in which offices will be occupied less and the need for common spaces will be bigger. This is the 
opportunity, to have a more modern staff management that is based on objectives, objective setting 
and on controlling tasks not controlling people.  

Marc Becquet showed that the EC has 24.000 statutory staff in Brussels and has a total of 40 
buildings. The EC has currently 477 collaborative spaces which host 4300 people which is 17% of the 
staff of the EC. The green deal is important in the building strategy of the EC. The carbon emission of 
the buildings is currently at 35% of the total emissions. The objective of the EC is to make every 
square meter greener. The EC committed to reduce office space. Therefore, IT elements become 
more important. The EC uses the three Bs:, behaviour, bites and bricks, to keep in mind while 
changing building policies. The Covid crisis and especially the lockdown was extremely abrupt and 
the EC switched to teleworking quickly. The EC developed 32.000 remote connections to the server 
and they became within five days paperless. In the future more structural teleworking will be 
possible as well as hybrid meetings. It is the plan that staff comes to the office to interact with 
colleagues on a weekly basis. The new normal is heavily discussed in the EC.  
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Leena Linnus emphasised that the EP has three different user groups of the office space namely the 
Members, the administration and the political groups. The Bureau of the EP and DG INLO had in 2018 
a comprehensive discussion on the future of buildings and logistics. In April 2018 a new building 
strategy was presented for the period after 2019. This paper includes the environmental policies, 
security policies and building policies. There is a flexible principle for every DG concerning the use 
of office space. The only line that is common is environmental principles and use of collaborative 
spaces but absolutely without hot-desking. It was also made clear that everybody has their own 
permanent workstation. In three buildings these new principles were introduced. One in 
Luxembourg and two in Brussels. For the Brussels buildings a lot of consultations with the 
management of the DGs were set up to answer to the needs of the management and the staff. The 
new MEPs have more office space in Brussels and Strasbourg. They also have more flexibility in 
setting up the offices. The EP is following the trends concerning all the user groups.  

General debate and questions and answer session 

Joachim Schwiers underlined that the ECJ still has 500 people working together in shared offices of 
3 up to 5 persons. It was explained that the pilot project was not a great success as they encountered 
disadvantages in term of concentration, privacy and the possibility of personalizing the office space. 
The ECJ underestimated two aspects in the pilot project. First, the complexity of the subject and 
second the change in behaviour and acoustics. Mr Schwiers emphasized that we need to draw 
lessons for the future. Always take into account the three Bs: behaviour, bites and bricks. Mr Schwiers 
explained the example of the European Investment Bank. The EIB was trying to change private offices 
into open spaces. What is interesting about this experiment is that it started as a building service 
project then because of technology it became an IT project and at the end it became a HR project 
because the EIB realised that the most interesting and challenging aspect was the changed 
management. If you change private office into new ways of working you need to accompany people 
through this with a changed management approach which is very intensive. An inter-institutional 
approach in terms of looking at studies, sharing experiences more so then in the past is really 
essential.  

Chair Ms García Muñoz asked all the speakers of the EU institutions the following questions. How 
can we make the environment attractive? What kind of stimuli should we provide? How can we make 
sure the future of the workspaces are adequate? What would it look like? Have you looked at the 
increase of productivity in open spaces? What influence could Covid-19 have on shared office spaces 
moving forward? Do the exchange of good practices and lessons learned exist between the different 
institutions and the staff committees?  

Jessica Martinez Alonso underlined that a part of the ECJ IT directorate stayed in open spaces. The 
staff found it better for their work and the administration and the staff committee listened to them. 
It is important to listen to the needs of the people before saying we will change your way of working 
or your working environment. Part of the staff is located in smaller open spaces with better acoustics 
and it works for them. There are colleagues in other directorates that are in small open spaces 
because their job allows for this kind of environment. It was emphasized that it is very important to 
have the input of the staff and realise what the administration is able to do with the needs staff is 
expressing. 

Jose Carrascosa Moreno answered that we do not know about the future yet. The institutions need 
nice facilities that are practical with different types of spaces for different users. If the institutions are 
able to deliver on that it is going to be successful. Having a nice surrounding is very important both 
for working from home or in the office. It is going to be more digital so developing a kind of good 
practice in the use of digital technologies is important. Mr Carrascosa Moreno thinks that the future 
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will radically change things and that the institutions should see how they can accompany their 
people to make that more efficient and create more happiness at work. 

Marc Becquet said that on the attractiveness and productivity he also shares the view that the 
institutions have to offer a very good quality environment with flexibility and all the necessary 
supporting facilities to either work in the office or from home. It is important according to Mr Becquet 
that the design of office space should be done with the future generation in mind that will join the 
institutions because they have a different way of seeing the work pattern. They want to work when 
they want and from where they want. On the question of best practices he answered that there are 
two bodies involving the various administrations of the various institutions. One in Brussels where 
the various institutions in Brussels exchange best practices on real estate and office accommodation 
and one in Luxembourg. The two institutions in Brussels and Luxembourg are also exchanging 
between themselves. The EC has the joint committees on health and safety to exchange views with 
staff on real estate. There is one in Brussel and on in Luxembourg and one in the various sites of the 
joint research centres.  

Leena Linnus answered that the EP is focussing on good quality furniture. Ergonomic as well as 
sustainable furniture. The administration had a lot of good feedback on the new furniture. Other 
improvements that have been made include placing of acoustic panels, a lot of greenery, coffee 
corners, kitchenettes, informal sofa areas for staff to be able to have more informal chats. The shared 
offices are limited in the EP administration. They are only 2 to 4 people maximum except for some 
very rare requests that come from the staff for example some IT services in DG Communication. They 
are in much larger areas on their own request. Productivity has absolutely not declined. The EP has 
not yet all the figures of all the DGs but of those DGs that have done a survey it is shown that there 
has been an increase of happiness in these new buildings where these new features and styles have 
been taken on board. Productivity also remained the same or even improved. The Bureau has 
established the working party on buildings, transport and a green parliament. This party discusses 
the questions concerning offices and even established recently something called an ideas lab where 
different offices and other features are possibly being tested by some of the Members. This project 
is based on very good feedback the EP administration received from15 Members who served as pilot 
testers in 2017 and 2018 for different types of offices and office setups. In the administration is the 
inter-DG steering group on facilities management that meets every second month and discusses all 
the issues of office well-being of staff as well as office setup on the management level. There is a very 
open and rather regular discussion between Ms Linnus as DG INLO and our staff committee. The last 
time Ms Linnus was in front of the plenary of the staff committee was on 5 October 2020. The 
Adenauer building in Luxembourg was discussed. These kind of meetings happen 2 to 4 times a year. 
So, there are certainly channels in which the Members and staff are able to influence the future of 
office space and their way of working in the institution.  

Closing remarks  

Chair Ms García Muñoz stated that is was a very interesting workshop. Some interesting points were 
made that will help to think about the new ways of working. Flexibility is very important because 
there is no one way that fits all solution. The workspace has a direct impact on employees and we 
need to take things further and look at health satisfaction and well-being as well as other factors 
such as the perception of leadership. We heard that activity-based offices are more flexible in terms 
of adapting to various needs and activities that each type of work brings. There were a lot of 
suggestions to have a positive workspace and have positive stimuli to make it attractive for 
employees to come to work. Leadership is important for making a success of the transition. 
Employees should be part of the decision-making process regarding what impacts their workspace. 
That has not always happened in the past. The pandemic has learned that it is possible to work 
remotely and become paperless in 5 days. This year we learned a lot on different modes of working 
and perhaps we are moving towards a mixture of working in the office and distant working. There 
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are a range of possibilities and challenges for the workspace and Ms García Muñoz hopes that this 
workshop has been useful in making us think about it and in answering our questions about the 
topic.  
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Open Plan Offices - The new ways of working 
The advantages and disadvantages of open office space  

 

KEY FINDINGS 

Open office spaces are introduced for the following reason: 

- Saving costs on real estate. Real estate expenses are the second largest costs for a company. By creating 
more workplaces in the same amount of square meters costs can be reduced on buildings and 
maintenance. 

- Increase communication. If people are in closer proximity from one another and move around freely 
communication will increase.  

- Improve team work. As teams are now sharing the same space knowledge sharing will increase both 
within the same team and across different teams. 

The following arguments oppose the introuction of open office spaces: 

- Loss of productivity. Employees are distracted faster because of noise or colleagues moving around. It 
takes on average 25 minutes to resume a task after distraction. In an open office space employees are 
distracted faster because of phone calls, people walking by or nearby conversations. 

- Problems with noise, temperature and fatigue. As said before, noise is one of the main distractions in 
an open office space. Temperature is managed centrally and it could therefore be too cold of one person 
and too warm for another. Fatigue is a side effect from noise and temperature and the fact that people 
have a constant overload of information with the introduction of multiple screens like phone, tablets 
and computer. 

- Increase of sickness. As employees are in closer proximity of one another diseases can spread faster. 
The spread of diseases raise the amount of sick days taken in a company.  

- Decrease of overall well-being of employees. The main cause for the diminishing of well-being is the 
level of stress. The idea of being watched all the time increases the levels of stress in an open office space. 

Open office spaces within the EU institutions: 

- The European Commission has open office spaces and is planning to introduce more open office spaces 
in the future. 

- The European Court of Auditors started a pilot project for open office spaces for external and security 
staff. There are no further plans for the creation of open office spaces. 

-European Court of Justice has dropped the idea of open office spaces after a survey from the staff 
committee among ECJ staff. Staff expressed their reservations to the introduction of open office space. 
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Introduction

New ways of working introduced a different approach to the use of office space. With the development of 
laptops, tablets and smart phones, the purpose of offices changed towards a fit the needs concept. This also 
means that employees can work from anywhere; for example working from home or a cafe. This concept is 
called telework. The creation of open office space, collaborative work space or activity-based work space 
were introduced as a result of the new ways of working. These spaces all have in common that they have an 
open-plan layout in which employees from different teams work together in a common room. There are 
different reason why open-plan work spaces are introduced. The main reasons are to improve internal com-
munication, reduction of real-estate costs, promote creative thinking and innovation. Nevertheless, while 
introducing open office spaces employees encounter negative effects from working in one big common 
room. Examples of negative effects are loss of productivity, problems with noise, temperature and fatigue, 
increase of sickness and a decrease in overall well-being of the employee. This briefing will give an overview 
of both the pros and cons of open office spaces.  

The concept of open office spaces has a long history. The idea of working in an open-plan space can be 
traced back to the early 1900s when the first open work space was created and resembled a factory floor2. 
Until the 1960s open work places were designed for employees in jobs like clerks, secretaries and typists3. 
From the 1960s on, companies in the United States (US) developed the idea of open spaces divided by cu-
bicles. Cubicles were introduced as a way to cut in real estate costs as the prices in the big cities went up. 
While cubicles were common in the US, in Europe the use of L-shaped corner desks was very frequent with 
four to six people working together in a room 4.  

With the introduction of the new ways of working open office spaces are back. Private offices in itself repre-
sent a hierarchical order in which every employee of the same team or conducting the same task sits in the 
same corridor5. In open office spaces this is no longer the case because managers and their teams are sitting 
in the same room. It depends on the type of open space if the same team even sits together or are spread 
over the floor. Nowadays, many start-ups are using the concept of open office space. This is mainly because 
it reduces costs which is very attractive for start-ups as they are generally searching for funding resources6. 
Start-ups are often located in cities like San Francisco (Silicon Valley) or New York where the prices for office 
space are high 7. Besides start-ups open office spaces are used by a lot of tech companies who want to push 
for innovation. Currently open office spaces are prevailing in both the private and public sector, in various 
industries and in most job functions8. 

                                              
2  Gan, Kenneth, "Personal Space and Privacy in Open Offices" (2019). Creative Components. 140 slides. 
3  Walsh, John. « Designing Work: Collaboration Versus Concentration in Open Plan  Workspaces? » Level 3 (Dublin Institute of Technology) 12, no 1 

(March 2015). 
4  Ibid. 
5  Peteri, Virve, Kirsti Lempiäinen, and Merja Kinnunen. « From cubicles to open space: An analysis of gendered meanings of workspace ». Euro-

pean Journal of Cultural Studies, 12 February 2020. 
6  Gan, Kenneth, "Personal Space and Privacy in Open Offices" (2019). Creative Components. 140 slides. 
7 I bid. 
8  Walsh, John. « Designing Work: Collaboration Versus Concentration in Open Plan  Workspaces? » Level 3 (Dublin Institute of Technology) 12, no 1 

(March 2015). 

https://lib.dr.iastate.edu/creativecomponents/176
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/level3/vol12/iss1/13
https://doi.org/10.1177/1367549420902792
https://lib.dr.iastate.edu/creativecomponents/176
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/level3/vol12/iss1/13
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Definition of open office spaces. 

Open office spaces can be defined as follows: space 
‘where walls and partitions have been removed and 
have been replaced with other instruments such as cu-
bicles, plants and furniture to give the sense of separat-
ing departments and teams physically’9. There are dif-
ferent names used for open office space. For example, 
traditional open space, collaborative space, activity-
based workplaces or activity-based flexible offices. 
They all have in common that the main workspace is 
constructed as an open-plan layout where people of 
different teams work together in one big space. One of 
the most commonly used open-plan designs is the ac-
tivity based workspace also called an activity-based 
flexible office. It does not matter how it is called exactly because the concept is similar. There is an open-
plan layout and employees do not have assigned seats10. Besides the open-plan layout, these offices have 
multiple workspaces designed for specific activities. For example spaces for social meetings and activities, 
spaces for bigger meetings and spaces for tasks that require concentration11. The philosophy is that employ-
ees will choose the workspace that best suits their current work. It is thereby understood that people change 
work places during the day 12. That employees do not have an assigned desk is called “hot desking” or “desk 
sharing”13. By requiring employees to work in the same space and searching for a desk, the office enables 
for spontaneous encounters and more interaction 14.  

Technology has made it possible for employees to work from different places. This is why the activity-based 
workspace became popular. It helps organisations to use the space as efficient as possible and keep up to 

                                              
9  Bernie, Caroline. « An Investigation into the Tacit Knowledge Transfer Process in an Open Plan Office Environment ». Level 3 (Dublin Institute of 

Technology) 12, no 1 (2015), p12. 
10  Haapakangas, Annu, David M. Hallman, Svend Erik Mathiassen, and Helena Jahncke. « Self-Rated Productivity and Employee Well-Being in 

Activity-Based Offices: The Role of Environmental Perceptions and Workspace Use ». Building and Environment 145 (1 November 2018): 115-24;  
Gerdenitsch, Cornelia, Christian Korunka, and Guido Hertel. « Need–Supply Fit in an Activity-Based Flexible Office: A Longitudinal Study During 
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speed with the new ways of working15. The development in the information technologies (IT) has contrib-
uted to working remotely. For some people working in a cafe, from home or any other prefered place con-
tributes to their performance. Others prefer working in a quiet surrounding 16. An activity-based workplace 
provides in both needs. Nevertheless, working in and open-plan layout brings both advantages and disad-
vantages with it for the employer and employee.  

The advantages of open office space 

The arguments most often used to introduce open office spaces are cost reduction, increased communica-
tion and more teamwork. These arguments will be discussed one by one in the next part.  

Cost reduction 

For most companies the cost of office space is the second largest financial burden 17. Reduction of costs for 
real estate is therefore a major argument for open office spaces. Despite the costs of real estate, employers 
do not have to pay for walls and more employees fit in the same amount of square meters 18. It is even 
argued that increased collaboration would enhance productivity and therefore contribute to cost savings19. 
Another reason why real estate costs could be cut, was the introduction of teleworking. Teleworking has as 
a result that the occupancy rate of employees within the office will go down. As employees work from re-
mote work places, the office space could be used in a more flexible way 20 for example by the introduction 
of quiet spaces, common spaces and relax spaces. Teleworking and open office spaces are therefore a good 
combination for employers to not provide working spaces for all the employees. As the idea of teleworking 
is that employees are not all at the same time in the office. This is not a given however as employees still 
decide by themselves if they want to work in the office or from a remote place. The employer needs to pro-
vide work spaces for all employees if they want to work from the office. There is of course another cost that 
is introduced by the new ways of working and that is the costs of equipement. To be able to work remotely 
employees need laptops, tablets and smart phones. Nevertheless, these costs will most probably be lower 
than the costs of real estate.  

Increased communication 

Open office space provides the opportunity to move around freely and therefore interact more with the 
people around. This enables creativity and increases internal communication 21. Networking contributes to 
improving ‘employee morale, increase productivity, and result in innovation’22. A well designed open office 
space is often considered as the driving force for innovation and productivity because of better communi-
cation and knowledge sharing 23. The Corporate Partner Program found that open office spaces ‘had twice 
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the number of interacting employees than cellular workspaces’24. These interactions can also happen by 
chance as employees move around the open office space. This can lead to unexpected collaboration25. 

Team work 

As more employees are seated in the same space, interaction is easier. This is both the case with employees 
of the same team but also for interaction across teams. Research found that ‘employees sitting within 30 
meters of each other, within walking distance, shared significantly more knowledge at their workplaces than 
employees farther away’26. As employees are closer to one another and communicate more in the open 
office space, they tend to establish friendships at work which in turn contributes to the overall feeling of 
well-being at the workplace27. While moving around employees also meet colleagues from different teams 
and this makes cross-team interaction more feasible and easier. Also by overhearing other colleagues talk 
colleagues can intervene easier in the conversation and share their interest and experiences. With the intro-
duction of activity-based workspaces, employees can choose what kind of space they need to perform their 
current task. Therefore, they can switch between interaction but also avoid interruptions. Hence, employees 
can decide for themselves how much interaction they need and want. This in theory will improve produc-
tivity as the employees have the opportunity to choose the right environment for their current work.  

The disadvantages of open office space 

Despite the arguments in favour of open office spaces there are also arguments against the use of it. The 
following are arguments most often used against open space offices: loss of productivity, problems with 
noise, temperature or fatigue, increase of sickness and decrease of overall well-being of employees. Below 
all the arguments against open office space will be discussed.  

Loss of productivity  

The loss of productivity is the result of the other arguments against the use of open office spaces. Employees 
struggle to concentrate on their tasks because of noise, decrease of overall well-being and lack of privacy. 
This is a contradiction to the argument that open office spaces would contribute to an increase in produc-
tivity. There is the general idea that the proximity of other team members would provide for more commu-
nication and knowledge sharing. Theoretically, this makes sense as employees see their colleagues physi-
cally. In practice, people tend to create privacy even in an open-plan layout. As Ethan Bernstein and Ben 
Waber found in their study that employees in an open office space construct the so called ‘fourth wall’28. 
This means that even if there are no physical walls around them they will create them by using headphones 
or staring intensely at their screen. As a result their colleagues will respect this ‘fourth wall’29 and communi-
cation will go down 30. Their research showed that in some companies physical interactions went down by 
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almost 70 percent 31. The physical interaction was replaced by electronic interaction, mostly through email32. 
This has a direct influence on social relations and communication 33.  

The research of Edward G. Brown shows that ‘office workers at all levels lose three to five hours of productive 
time every day due to unwanted, unneeded and unproductive interruptions’34. Other research shows that 
employees are distracted every three minutes by either electronic or face-to-face distractions35. It takes 
about 25 minutes on average to concentrate on a task again after an interruption36. It is therefore difficult to 
focus on an assignment which needs a high level of concentration in an open office space. Loss of produc-
tivity is a hidden cost for companies which can run into billions 37. 

Noise, temperature and fatigue 

Noise is one of the main distractions in an open office space. Noise is caused by phones ringing and nearby 
conversations38 or other people moving around. It is difficult for employees to focus on their tasks when an 
activity is going on nearby 39. Morrison and Macky argue that ‘there are consistent findings that distraction 
caused by overhearing irrelevant conversations is a major issue in open plan office environments and fur-
ther, that distraction is negatively linked with employee performance, negative perceptions of the work-
place, and/or stress’40. Constant noise and low levels of privacy have a negative influence on brain activity 
and concentration41.This shows that noise has a big influence on the work environment of employees. 
Women are more affected by noise disturbance than their male counter parts. Laboratory studies have 
shown that noise negatively impact motivation and cognitive performance which could lead to fatigue.42  

Another common problem in open-plan layout is temperature. A comfortable temperature is for every per-
son different. Some employees like to work in a cold office where others prefer to work in a warmer sur-
rounding. This is very difficult to manage in an open office space where temperature is regulated for the 
whole area. Not only the temperature is a problem in an open office space, also air quality can cause prob-
lems for employees 43.   

Both the problems of noise and temperature leads to the problem of fatigue. The introduction of multiple 
screens (computer, tablet or phone) has led to an overload of information on a day-to-day basis. Many peo-
ple are feeling overwhelmed by the constant float of information. All the information needs to be processed 
and this leads to a reduction in productivity 44 and the feeling of fatigue. Employees also have the feeling 
that they need to be “on” all the time and be aware of everything new that happens. This feeling increases 
in an open office space as employees have the feeling they are constantly being watched by others45. As a 
result employees are leaving the office late, as they do not want to be the first to leave, and arrive early in 
the morning as they do not want to seen as coming late46.  
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Increase of sickness 

In an open office space more employees are working together in the same amount of square meters. The 
spread of diseases is easier in a space where people are in closer proximity of one another. The spread of 
diseases also increases because of more face-to-face interactions47. The Corporate Partner Program stated 
the following:  

Researchers from the National Research Centre for Working Environment in Denmark found that 
taking sick days was significantly related to sharing an office. Their study of 2,403 employees found 
that workers who had an open plan office, with greater than 6 people, had 62% more sick days than 
workers who had cellular office. 48  

Short sick leave, one week or less, is higher among employees in open office spaces49. Sick leave does not 
necessarily concern colds or the flu but also the general well-being of employees. 

The international crisis of Covid-19 urged employees to work from home as much as possible. It will probably 
also change the way of working in the offices. As said before diseases spread easier in open office spaces as 
more people are working in closer proximity of one another. Therefore, the outbreak of Covid-19 could po-
tentially influence the use of open office spaces. The future will tell if Covid-19 meant the end of open office 
spaces or that open office spaces are being updated with the latest protection against diseases.  

Employee overall well-being 

One of the main indicators of overall well-being is the level of stress. Working in an open office space in-
creases ‘stress, the mental workload, poor performance, conflict, high blood pressure, lower job satisfaction 
and internal motivation’ and has as a result ‘a high staff turnover’50. The dissatisfaction of working in an open 
office space has a direct influence on the psychological and physical well-being of employees. The lack of 
privacy contributes to the feeling of stress51. Decreased privacy also adds to feelings of crowding and terri-
toriality 52 which in turn leads to coping strategies. For example: withdrawal, decreased cooperation or mak-
ing it unpleasant to work together and avoid communication 53. Employees want to signal to their colleagues 
that they are busy so they look intently at their work. Other colleagues do not want to disturb so a norm is 
created. These norms form even quicker in an open office space as colleagues see each other the whole 
time54.  

Another problem that adds to a decrease in overall well-being is the loss of personalisation. With the intro-
duction of hot-desking (nobody has their own assigned desk) employees are not allowed to decorate their 
workspace or leave papers on their desk. Decorating the workspace increases the feeling of identity, positive 
emotions, reduces stress and give a feeling of control at work55. Lack of personalisation of the workspace 
does not only reduces the identity of one self but likewise a lack of team identification 56. It was even found 
that productivity went down 15 percent by not being allowed to personalising one’s desk. The explanation 
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for this is that employees do not feel comfortable in their surrounding57. Hot desking also causes problems 
with colleagues. With the hot desking concept nobody has an assigned desk nevertheless, employees 
choose a preferred desk and stayed to that one and their colleagues knew which desk this was58. This be-
haviour can lead to negative relationships, distrust and a worsening in co-worker relationships59.  

This shows that the overall well-being of employees is affected by working in an open office space. It should 
be kept in mind though that different factors influence the adaptability of employees. For example age, 
sociability and seniority are factors that affect how well employees cope with change. Another factor is if 
employees moved from a private office to an open office space as they often experience it as ’a loss of status 
and benefits’60.  

Open office spaces in the EU Institutions 

Below you will find an overview of the open office spaces in different EU institutions. Table one shows the 
total amount of open office spaces in Brussels and Luxembourg and the number of square meters necessary 
for different type of offices.  

Table 1 Number of open office spaces per institution  

Source: questions raised by email to the different institutions. 

The European Commission 

The main reasons for the European Commission (EC) to introduce open office spaces or collaborative spaces 
are to ‘become a more agile, flexible and modern service able to respond quickly to changing needs and 
priorities’61. By using different types of workspaces they could also respond for example to the creation of 
temporary task forces or intensification of cross-DGs collaboration. It also contributes to optimising the work 
space and to renew and improve the working environment. Open office spaces also contribute to cope with 
the Commission’s budgetary constraints of office spaces’ reduction62 . 

In 2019, the EC has created a document on the development of the workplace: “Communication to the Com-
mission: The workplace of the future in the European Commission”,. An important concept for the EC is that 
there is no one-size fits-all for working, offices and technology. The EC wants an approach that fits the task 
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 EC (Brussels) ECA ECJ 

Number of open office 
spaces 

477 24 as part of the pilot pro-
ject 

Still have about 500 people 
in shared offices of 3, 4 or 5 

people 

Number of people per 
Square  meter 

Individual office: 10 sqm 
As ECA does not have open 
space besides the pilot pro-
ject so most offices are oc-
cupied by one or two peo-

ple 

The ECJ has dropped the 
plans for open office space 
after a survey among staff 

Shared office (between 2 to 
4 people): 8 sqm 

Collaborative spaces (as of 5 
people): 7 sqm 
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an employee is working on. The workspace should be made suitable to fit the norm of team-based collabo-
rative working and knowledge-sharing. The open office spaces (the EC calls them collaborative spaces) 
should include areas for work that needs a high level of concentration and for work that needs to be per-
formed in a team. Hot-desking (or desk sharing) should also be considered for those offices that have a low 
occupation rate. A low occupation rate is seen as the average presence of staff is lower than two-thirds of 
employees in the office. As the layout of the offices will be based on building blocks they can vary in the 
numbers of certain types of workspaces such as quiet spaces, social areas or a mix of those. ‘The configura-
tion of workspace should always be informed by a proper needs assessment and a consideration of the cost-
effective options available’63. The staff that will be affected by the changes should be included in the process 
of implementation. Team leaders and managers should give an example by using the same kind of work-
spaces as their staff.  

The EC has created 477 open office spaces (zones) in Brussels since 2013 (see table 1). As open office spaces 
need less square meters per staff member than private offices they result in savings costs which the EC wants 
to invest in ‘physical, digital and well-being aspects of future workspace’64.  

The European Court of Auditors 

The European Court of Auditors (ECA) has a general rule that all staff should occupy a single or shared office 
with two people. ECA has offices for more than two people for external consultants in IT and security staff. 
A pilot project started for open office spaces for corporate communication teams and the Legal Service in 
2016. During the pilot the idea of kitchen corners, small discussions rooms, etc. was tested. Some of the 
elements of the pilot project were applied in the renewal of the K2 building although the main strategy of 
single or double occupancy office remained the rule. Therefore, no significant cost reductions were made 
for ECA as there are no open office spaces in place apart from the pilot project. The pilot project was intro-
duced as a means of trying out new working habits instead of cost reduction.  

The distribution of the ECA offices are as follows: 
723 offices are occupied by one person (69% of the employees) 
97 offices are occupied by 2 employees 
88% of staff are working in individual offices or shared office with two people 
24 offices (131 employees, most of them are external staff and security staff) are occupied by more 

than two people (the largest being 14 workplaces). Regarding the security staff the occupa-
tion is not continuous as the teams are working in shifts, night and week-ends included. Not 
all external staff is working daily either.65. 

The European Court of Justice 

The European Court of Justice (ECJ) decided to not introduce open office spaces after a survey was con-
ducted among their staff which was reluctant for the introduction of open office spaces. The survey 66 exe-
cuted by the staff committee of ECJ came to the following conclusions: 

68% prefer a private office instead of an open office space 
61% find working in an open office space annoying and 7% find it unbearable 
40% of the respondents said they would not mind sharing an office with no more than four people
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87% have problems with concentration while working in an open office space1 

This survey shows that employees prefer a working environment where they can concentrate on 
their work and are not distracted by noise and other colleagues.  

Conclusion 

The concept of open office spaces is a topic of discussion. While it could contribute to the reduction 
of costs, improve team work and communication it affects employees overall well-being and produc-
tivity. The future of open office space is unsure with the outbreak of Covid-19, as diseases spread 
faster in an open office space where people are closer to one another. Some researchers suggest that 
open office space will continue for those companies that need a high level of team work and to save 
costs in the long term 2. The use of open office space should be based on the common goal of the 
company and they should communicate these goals to their employees. The best way to let employ-
ees adjust better to an open office space is to include them in the designing process. This will make 
the goals of the new work environment clear and helps them to create the best working space for 
them. In the end this could help to avoid the pitfalls of open office spaces. 

 

 

                                              
1  Comité du personnel open space - Rapport Résultats du Sondage, 2017. 
2  Forastieri, Valentina. Technical note prepared by SAFEWORK concerning open-plan offices. SAFEWORK ILO Staff Union. 24.08.2012. 
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